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Violence Termed High in American Spirit
(Continued from page 1).
rights activities as I have been mained hidden behind the facade
white interest, tolerates violence. . can ignore the fact that espe- of our pious democratic rhetoric.
This is one of the distinctive cially over the past six or seven By showing them up, the Negro
marks of the national character. years the executive branch of the movement left no doubt as to
Further, in the face of the unjust federal government has moved which of our groupings were
social conditions that prevail with vigor and concern against working firmly within the tradiamong Negroes, it has estab- some of the historic roadblocks to tion of democratic principles, and
lished a framework within which Negro freedom. Yet, as commend- which of them were simply exa number of young Negroes able as have been the efforts of ploiting, for their own dark derespond violently to frustration. President Kennedy and those of signs, the protection offered by
This is something the society President Johnson (before he these principles.
should not ignore in judging the gave highest priority to the problems of the Vietnamese), no asAS WE MUST see, many of
behavior of young Negroes.
sault has yet been made on the these efforts deeply affected and,
economic problems of Negro life in some respects, even changed
BUT IT DOES. Tbe tendency massive enough to make a crucial the face of American life. But
is still to condemn Negro violence difference. Not a small part of much of the good that America
while ignoring the conditions that the reason for this is that, in the derived from the black struggle
lead to Negro violence and while a_rea of domestic social legisla~ has not been b:anslated proporignoring, as well, the essential bon, there has been a gap be- tionately in Negro life, particularviolence of the American spirit. tween the will of the Chief Exec- ly the lives of those Negroes left
A response of this nature implies utive and the will of the Congress. out of the civil-rights gains, those
clearly that in the eyes of the In any event, after more than a left in the slums of our big cities,
majority of the society Negroes ce!ltury of promise Negroes are those stranded without money and
are the villains rather than the still not free, and therefore one without food in the rural areas
victims, by and large, of Ameri- can reasonably and rightfully in- and those left behind by the techcan race tensions. It is a response, diet a century of indifference and nological and automotive revoluin other words, that rejects a be- injustice without detracting from tion. Even now, while the country
lief both in the Negro's humanity the efforts of two cf the more is spending hundreds of thousands
and in his rights of equal citizen- progressive and socially concern- of dollars a day for each Viet
ship. It denies white American ed presidencies in this century. Cong killed, it is spending no
complicity in the degrading conmore than 50 dollars a year per
diti()ns in which Negroes live, and
person in the war on poverty.
* * *
it implies an unwillingness to
And yet, though it is not a
SO THE STARK conditions of
join in any meaningful attack
plea~ure
to admit it, America. it- the Negro underclass remain
upon these problems.
OF COURSE, particularly when self has been lucky in the insist- virtually unchanged. Unemploycriticizing the role of the national ency of the Negro's assault upon ment among Negro teenagers is
government in all of this, no one racial prejudice and tension. This triple that of whites; unemployas closely associated with civil assault, from Reconstruction to ment among Negro adult!! is douthe present time, has been enor- ble that of whites; the median
mously more beneficial to America income gap between Negro and
than to the Negro himself.
white has widened; there are
more Negroes in segrated classESPECIALLY since the turn of rooms now than there were before
the century, the Negro, in con- 1954; the slums have grown more
CLASSlF1ED ADVERTISING RATES•
stant and often lonely political intolerable, and show no immedi~ line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertion;
motion, has kept American demo- ate signs of improving.
mast be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Srudent Publica·
cracy alert and flexible. By his
All of this increases the tentions BnUding, or telephone 277-4002 or
challenge of racial codes through- sions in American life. Indeed, it
277-4102.
out the country, segregated edu- is scarcely surprising that today
BELPWANTED
cation and public facilities, and more and more young Negroes in
EARN S6L50 weekly. 3 eves. &o Sats. Mu•t
jim crow voting practices, etc., the the urban underclass are becomhave car & be bondable. Phone 3U-277!1,
Negro has not only kept our ing convinced that a violent con3 to 5 p.m. lllli.Y.
democracy from settling down frontation with white society is
TEACH •t a Negro college. Graduate
into smugness and atrophying both necessary and inevitable.
students -with M.A.'s are urgently needed
for acaden1ie year and summer teaching
into racist and other kinds of After doing more in recent years
P<M>itiou. The Southern Education Proreaction, but has also given it an- than any other native American
gram, a "Private, non..pTOfit organization
1rith contacts at 94 colleges, can place
other chance to realize itself more group to make American democyou qoiokly and free of charge. Write
justly in the lives of its citizens racy realize itself, many young
Southern Educatiou Program, 859%
Bunter Street, N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
and more attractively in the eyes Negroes are now on the verge of
30314.
of the world. This revolutionary losing all faith in democracy.
PERSONALS
process goes on, and it is one that
IT IS AT this point that we beI have no doubt will be ultimately
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successful.
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effects that the Negro's response
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gro struggle awakened and ener- society. I am speaking, of course,
FOR RENT
gized a whole new generation of of the supermilitancy, looting,
ROOMMATE needed. male. Four Season.a
American
students, creating in rioting and burning in which
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them a new sense of idealism, a black despair is now being exmonth. One block from campus. Call
247·8(52. 2/12-16.
new awareness of their relation- pressed. Given the peculiar way
FOR SALE
ship to the politics of their time, in which the white society tends
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig
and a new concern for the state to respond to Negro violence, acincluding wig case and brush. Worn ontY
of their republic. These young tivities such as we witnessed last
3 times. Will scl1 for $100. Call 277-3198
people threw themselves vigor- summer could well push the races
after 12 :30 noon M.W.F. or weekends.
2/9-16.
ously into the civil-rights struggle further apart and risk the posBY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace. extra
in
the North and in the South, sibility of a militant racial con]g. garage fully finished w/h & a/c
helped
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beautiful carpo;ts & drapes. z baths:
of McCarthyism on the Ameri- ly, these activities could create a
Conv. :ro.m. Pnced FHA appnlis$1. Ap.
can campus, sb:engthened the climate in which the fears and
prox. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
peace movement and brought passions of whites and blacks
299-5865.
critical intelligence to bear Qn could be organized and political1966 BUICK Wildest convertible, Like
the conduct of American foreign ized by demagogUes and oppornevt, many extras, MU8t selL 296-3681,
tunists; and a situation could well
policy.
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come about in which the whites
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once and for all out of any
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for social progress
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the
American
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providing
it
with
a
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resonant domestic issue at a time whites. Ultimately, the present
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new condition. Complete motor rebuild
when
foreign policy seemed to situation could well set the counrecently. Price $130. Call 29G-G652 or
offer it the only meaningful arena . try upon a course of political and
Mr. Watson at 277-3311.
for
the expression of its civilized racial repression that could end
11148. TRIUMPH 30Dcc. Complctcly r,_
bodt. $250. Also, a $325. hand tied Wig
concerns. The renewed concern for many years to come the
14 inch, light brown, priced at $50. Cali
with the problems of poverty was American dream of a. civilized
268-724.7.
a direct result of the sustained multi-racial relationship.
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But the opportunities for avoid·
Negro drive for a decent life, and
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for return
ing
such a future are equal to the
therefore
the
war
on
poverty,
<>f 1!llver gray miniature French Poodle.
:Loo~ near UNM campus on ThursdaY'
for blacks and for whites, as in- dangers that such a future poses.
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tion. By no means least, the
MISCELLANEOUS
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people, can lead to the death
both of social concern and the
soul of leadership.
Moreover, I believe there is only
one kind of genuine security, and
that is the realistic confrontation
of insecurity both within and
around us. Our society IUl it exists today is profoundly insecure,
for whites as well as :for blacks,
and there will be no exit for any
of Us until we voluntarily confront the fact of its existence and
develop out of that confrontation
a census of wiU and determination
to create a mutual security for
IN ANY EVENT, the continued all. It is not as difficult a job as
degradation of the Negro's social it might seem. It requires only
and economic life is not going to . the courage w concede each man's
be reversed without conscious so- right to life, liberty and the purcial planning. The health and ed- suit of happiness.
ucation of Negro children are
Tomorrow: Father James J.
not going to be radically improved Kavanaugh looks at the American
without social planning. And mil- SpiJ:-it.
lions of unskilled, unemployed . . : : . . - - - - - - - - - - - - and under-employed men are not
going to be put back to work or
assured of a steady income without social planning. Such planning, of course, must be democratic in nature. It must also be
cne of the objectives of such
planning to recognize the need
for public programs and guaranteed incomes, for it is no longer
possible for private enterprise to,
on it!! own, put the vast majority
of workers in this country back
to work: the government will
have to serve as what has been
called "the employer of last resort.''

Tbe current circumstances present a challenge to the growth of
a courageous national leadership
and the development of a national
will dedicated to the eradication
of the conditions that threaten to
tear society apart. The development of this leadership and this
will depends upon a number of
things. But chiefly it depends on
the understanding and acceptance
of the uses of social planning
and that there is nothing necessarily un-American in such planning.

BUT NONE OF this will be possible without the leadership and
the will. And the leadership and
the will will not be possible as
long as our society continues to be
as our society continues to be
plagued with the self-delusion of
security. This is perhaps one of
the greatest dangers we face as
people, for the pursuit of individual security, while ignoring
the need of it in the lives of other
Inquire into the FAITH
and PRACTICE of the
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eaders Fear Change, Says Kavanaugh
BY FATHER JAMES J.
H:AVANAUGJI, Plt.D.
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.

(This is the fourth in a series
of articles by prominent Americam giving their views on The
Ctmdition of the Am~rican Spirit
today. The writers include social
critic Marya Mannes, FBI Director J, Edgar Hoover, lvistorian
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., civilrights leader Bayard Rustin,
Father James J. Kavanaugh,
novelist Saul Bello•w, Rev. Billy
· Graham and psychoanalyst Erich
Fromm.)

Shortsighted and frightened men

equate revolution of any. kind
with death and destruction, Po-

litical revolution means to them
t~e. destruction of society. Rehgwus revolution means the
death of God. Hence, they resist
the change they fear to interpret.
HARDLY A HALF century ago,
h
my C urch was still resisting political democracy because it believed that man was too passionate and ignorant to govern himself. It longed for the days of
the kings and nobles and treasured its own aristocratic status.
It opposed modern. thought, refused scholars the :rg~t to ~p~culate and enforced 1ts mfalhbllity
when science was questioning
everything that man had ever believed: It was fighting a losing

battle, and the modern revolt
within the churches is the last
chapter in the struggle of man
to preserve his dignity.
FOR SUCH a man, religious
a:rrog&nce ts
· dead, be ·rt Catholic,
Protestant or Jewish. The modern

Jew will not treat the gentile with
the disdain of his parents. He will
not be satisfied with kosher laws
nor religious festivals which only
highlight his own isolation. Nor
will the Protestant accept a faith
without loving deeds, or identify .
morality with anti-gambling laws

or smug, cultural preferences.
And the Catholic, perhaps most
of all, will resist the institutional
Church which has crammed the
complexities of marriage and
divorce, sex and love, heaven and
(Continued on page 2)
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Thorson Predicts
Successful Term
For Legislature

F •

r1day, February 16, 1968

Course
Program

Thorson said he hopes the proBy DAN BRUMBELOW
posal will answer the question of
A program for a UNM course an adequate evaluation system.
A successful legislative sesevaluation has been drafted by He said that the strong points insion was predicted by Associated
student government representa- clude scientific emphasis and a
Students Prl'lsident John Thorson
tives, working with faculty, after complete survey with cooperation
in a state-of-the-campus address
a year and a half of planning and between student!!, faculty, and
delivered to Student Senate Wedpreparation.
administrators in its formation.
nesday night.
ASUNM President John Thorson said yesterday that the pro"We're in shape and well-orposal is now before the Commitganized. If we work hard I think
tee on the University and hopetbl'l session will be successful,"
fully will soon be sent to the facThorson told senators at the first
ulty for approval. Parts of the
meeting of the second session.
proposal are expected to be
WRITING a budget for the
changed upon faculty examina1968-69 school year ·will be the
tion, and the mechanics and some
most important task of the sesdetails will be further developed
sion, Thoi-son said. He called for
By MELISSA HOWARD
according to the faculty's opinion.
re-evaluation of existing proTHE
PROBLEM
of
creating
a
grams to make long-range finanDirection and extent of expansatisfactory faculty evaluation sion of Union facilities will be decial plans, to re-justify programs
program has been brewing on termined by future growth of the
presently funded, and to make
campuses across the country for University, the director and asso~
money available for new proseveral years. Although there has ciate director of the Union agree.
grams.
always been talk about such a
"Which way the Union goel'! deA proposal for establishment of
plan at UNM, the first substan- }lends on wheTe the University
a teacher-evaluation program now
tial action came last year when a.
goes/' Kirby 'Krbee, a11sociate dibeing studied by the Committee
booklet, Insight, was distr~b\lted rector, said after Wednesday's
on the University will probably
during the fall semester. The meeting of the Union Planning
be acted on this semester, Thorgeneral consensus was that it Committee, a secondary commit<'"
son said.
was inadequate because of poor tee. set up to study proposals and
"UNM's teacher-evaluation pro·
sampling and question formation make recommendations to Union
gram should be one of the best
and inferior presentation of re- Board.
in the nation," he said. Funds
sults.
UNION OFFICIALS are conThe new pxoject has taken sidering the alternative of exwill be appropriated from the
JOHN THORSON, Associated Students President, works at his desk more than a year to be conceived. panding existing facilities to ac1968-69 budget, the evaluation will
in
the Union Aetivities Center preparing his state-of-the-campus It was given a scientific emphasis commodate more students or of
be conducted during closed week
this semester, and the results will speech delivered at the first Senate meeting of the sem~ter W~nes with the help of Prof. Ralph Nor- building several satellite centers
be available in the fall. (See re- day night. Thorson told the senators he e:~tpects the leg~slature s ses- man of the psychology depart- in outlying areas of the campus.
"The satellite idea is under dislated stocy elsewhere on this sion to be successful, and outlined programs he hopes wdl be enacted. ment, and administrative consulPreparaing the budget for the next school year is the most important tation through Dr. Harold Laven- cussion by the University's Buildpage.)
der, vice-president for student af- ing Committee in considering all
Thorson requested formation of task, said Thorson. (Photo by Pawley)
proposed construction," says Wila committee to explain the nature
fairs.
and function of the Associated
THERE ARE several purposes liam Bierbaum, Union director.
Students budget, and said he and
for the evaluation. It is hoped "We will pro'l'i.de more convenistudent senators would work
that a bank of information will be ences to students depending on
closely with the ASUNM treasurformed which can be used as one where they spend their time.'' Exer, the Senate Finance Commitfactor in determining faculty ten- panding or fragmenting Union
tee, and the Campus Presidents'
ure, salary, and promotion. An- ser'l'i.ces ''is not up to us yet,"
Council in determining the budother idea behind the plan is to Bierbaum says.
EXPANSION OF the Union's
pro'l'i.de feedback for the professor
get.
which will help in impro'l'i.ng Associated Students Bookstore is
TilE ASUNM president also
teaching methods. The evaluation assured because the Bookstore "is
recommended senate action on ten
will also create material for a outgrowing its facilities," he connew programs, including creation
day
morning,
Feb.
24,
at
10
and
student course and teacher guide. tinues. "We have had to give up
Returned Peace Corps volunof a community 1·elations council
12.
At present Louis Lourig, direc- some ser'l'i.ces because of lack of
to improve communication be· teers from a variety of overseas
A completed Peace Corps ap- tor of the Data Processing Cen~ space, and this is not right.
along
with
members
of
positions
tween the University, the city,
plication, available at each of the
"The only thing the Bookstore
and the state. The council would a recruiting team currently 011 information centers, is required ter, estimates the cost of the procan
sell is service, and it should
gram at between $650~ and
coordinate efforts of the student campus will continue a week-long for admission to the test.
grow
with the campus," Bier$7700
a
year
for
his
department.
lobby, the Tutorial Council, and schedule of events through next
coffee
hour
and
disA
special
baum
asserts. Expansion within
This
figure
could
rise
or
fall
as
the student repreMntatives to the Friday, Feb. 23.
cussion
will
be
held
on
W
ednesthe
Union
building would be diffinew
problems
arise
or
more
workAlbuquerque City Commission,
Dr. Robert B. Voas, a top
day,
Feb.
21,
at
3:30p.m.
in
room
able
methods
are
devised.
All
incult,
he
says.
and would create new liaison Peace Corps official from Wash·
129 of the Union. A special fea- formation obtained will go on file
Three-hundred tons of freight
groups.
ington, last night add1·essed a ture
of
the
coffee
hour
will
be
are
delivered to the Bookstore
the center.
A curriculum improvement group from the Kiva Club regard- President Popejoy and Adminis- at THE
every
semester, and the Union's
EVALUATION
scale
to
be
committee was also suggested to ing special Corps programs for Corps mo'l'i.e on India.
location in the center of the mall
qualiused
includes
professional
propose new courses and to sup- American Indians.
ties such as competence, inspira- makes unloading very difficult, he
plement and revise existing
"l'eace pipe program" is a spetion, organization, and clarity. It says.
courses; Thorson nsked Senate to cial program designed for AmeriUNION OFFICIALS may conalso covers the personal attributes
talte action on est.ablishing a com- can Indians to serve in Latin
of the faculty, with such charac- sider locations in the Redondo
mittee this semester.
America. One Indian student
teristics as humor, appearance, Drive area near the traffic arteTHORSON also proposed estab- from UNM has already served.
ries, because the center of the>
and mannerisms listed.
lishment of an off-campus housA special Peace Corps movie
Classroom procedures are also campus may soon be open only to
ing board composed of students will be shown tomorrow night at
featured in the plan. Techniques, pedestrian traffic, Bierbaum says.
who would investigate available 7 and 10 and Sunday at 5 and 8
Moving the Bookstore out of
Tutor applications are being pace, goals, and student particirentals during the summer and in conjunction with the weekend
the
Union would free ten per
pation
are
some
factors
to
be
make the information available Film fare series, "A Thousand taken this week by the National
cent
of the area for other uses.
judged.
Student Association for any stuto students before fall-semeeter Clowns.''
(Continued on page 8)
AN
OVERALL
evaluation
folregistration.
Volunteers will man informa- dent interested in helping an ele- lows with a recommendatien and
Publicity for student ol.'ganiza- tion centers in the Union and the mentary or junior high student.
qualitative judgments about each
tions and activities would be eo· library from Monday through
The qualifications are interest professor concluding the project. Stone Poneys Tickets
ordiuatcd by a publicity agent Friday of next week. Returned
Tickets for the Stone Poneys
paid with ASUNM funds under a Pence Corps voluntcel'S will be and one free hour between S:30
concert, tonight at 8 p.m. in Johnplan announced by Tbm·son.
son Gym, are $2 and are on sale
available to answe.r questions at a.m. and 3 p.m. during the week.
Rush Dance
Applicants need not be education
"We have the best spcaltcrs
in the Union ticket office, Riedthat
time.
Phi
Sigma
Kappa
fraternity
majors and transpottation will be
program in the Western states,
ling's
and Record Rendezvous.
'l'he special 30-minute, non- furnished.
will host a tllsh dance tomorrow
but only 400 people attended the
Tickets
include admission to the
night from 8:30 to 12 at the
debate between Picl're Snlingel' competitive Pence Corps PlaceApplications
.
are
:wailable
at
King
of
Hearts dance after the
and Charles Quinn," 'l.'horson ment test will be given on Wed- thCl NSA table by the ticl,et win· house, 1515 Copper NE. All inter• concert in the llnlon Ballroom.
'l'hursday
and
Priday
at
nesday,
pointctl out. '!'he publicity agent
dow in the Union this week be- csted rushees and their dates are Tickets for the dance only will be
invited. Music vtill be provided
would be res-ponsible for distribu- 10:30, 12:30, 3:30 and 7 p.m. in tweell 9 a.m. and 4:30 l>.m., or in
75 cents at the door.
by the "Blnck Yarn.''
i.ing news releases and posters room 216 o:f the Union. Two ad· the NSA office upstairs.
ditional
tel.lts
will
be
given
Satul'doWtJtown :md on campus.

Union, U.Direction
Seen lnterreloted

Week of Activities

Peace Corps Volunteers
Holding Special Program

Tutor Applications
Available in Union

,_.
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President Wonts
Tough Drug lows
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Leaders Condemn Rebellious Spirit

(Gontinued from page 1)
gold at the end of a cotton field. which masquerade for religious knows he can worship God withhell into fierce and unyielding They scorn the hippies, the college faith.
out a church, find forgiveness
laws.
protests, the existential thought
without confession, know Christ
By RICHARD ANTHONY
THE FRIGHTENED and con. which is weary of stale ideas and
THE AMERICAN spirit is no without the sacraments. He wi!J
CoiJege Press Service
servative critic of such change pompous compromises. They do longer of America alone. It is of not baptize or circumcise without
WASHINGTON - President · seems to have a good case when not even recognize the depth of
the world. It no longer must wait knowing why, nor wil! he attend
Johnson's vision of a new crusade
he sputters and condemns the re- the revolution that is sweeping for the French existentialists or . a religious service unless it
against drugs and drug-users, bellious
of America. A through the world.
the German theologians to speak. teaches him the secrets of an infirst conjured up in his State of prominentspirit
senator can shout of a
It
has ideas of its own. It is not volved love.
the Union message last month, "sick society"; an American biA
FORMER
generation
would
impressed
by hollow authority
was given form and substance in shop of television fame can call
have
listened
to
its
leaders
when
but
docilely
listens to the fellow
his messages on crime control this "an age of assassins." But
HE IS DIFFERENT from his
they asked for patience and searcher who does not know the father because he does not believe
sent to Cong1•ess this week.
these are tired men, who cannot
Johnson had two basic recom- hear the rhythm of history. They gentle forebearance. This genera- answers before life and involve- that he is bad, Nor will he accept
tion has no time. It ls not im- ment begin. It can be grateful to
mendations on drugs:
are frightened men who can only pressed with a Supreme Court Kierkegaard or Camus, but it has the simple categories of sin pro-He asked Gongress to pass stand on the sidelines of life and
vided by men who were afraid to
.ffiws substantiaUy raising the curse man's bid for freedom and decision about the Negro which a joined the rebels everywhere to be involved in the world. He has
southern sheriff or a northern seek new forms for the undying
penalties for the sale and posses- peace.
mayor
can disregard. It is not values which were lost in Europe's the power of a free man, the
sion of LSD "and other dangerous
strength of a man who answers
speak,
a
Yet,
when
such
men
moved by a Vatican Council which petty wars of religion and nadrugs."
few will listen and be afraid. pontificates about world problems tionalism, which have been ob- to no one but to the vital force
-HE CALLED for the transfer They hear these men talk of the
within himself that binds him to
of all drug-control activities to a violence of the racial struggle and and does nothing significant when S{"Ured in America's self-worship friends and to his God. He is not
bureau of narcotics and danger- the mob rule in the slums of the council ends. A former genera- and chauvinistic pride.
put off by name calling, nor disous drugs, which would be part of Newark and Detroit. They hear tion did not believe in the power
missed
by the loud voices of helpSUCH
A
SPIRIT
is
clearly
eviof the courageous few against the
the Justice Department,
their protests about the indiffer- establishment. But this genera- dent in the growing transforma- less and archaic men.
(At present drug control is diHe can smile with me at the
tion of modern man. He is more
ence and selfishness of modern
vided between the Treasury De- youth who refuse to fight in Viet tion is rash enough to believe tolerant even as the institutional anguish of a simple peasant
that
it
can
bring
about
peace
and
partment's Bureau of Narcotics, N am. They hear their criticism of
justice and religious liberty with- churches remain rigorous in their woman in a southern Irish village
which deals with marijuana, her- sexual freedom and a diluted morresistance to significant change. who told me that 14 girls had
oin, cocaine, and similar drugs; ality which makes each man his out another century of debate. It He was sadly disappointed by left the village that very year to
stand against popes, take on
and the bureau of drug abuse con- own god. They sneer of hippies, will
presidents and disappoint par- Vatican II, but now knows that he find their way in the big city. He
trol in the Department of Health, leer at love-ins, and boast of an ents. It will organize marches, re- can become a free and involved knows that she longs for a world
Education, and Welfare, which America which once had fiber fuse to fight wars, reject imper- Christian even if pope and bishops that is gone, a life that has given
has jurisdiction over the use of and a responsible sense of sin. sonal education, scorn dead mar- continue to fight battles that are way to another and more fulfilling
hallucinogenics, like LSD, and They speak of a dying country riages, ignore formalized religion, already lost or won. He knows life. It is more dangerous than
stimulants and depressants.)
which never lost a war, never abandon traditional superstitions that religious reform will not peat bogs and turf fires, more
The new Justice Department feared an oppressor, which wel- and search for meaning and hon- come from the institution but complicated than gossip in the
bureau will be organized later comed the immigrant and gave ~sty at any cost. It will question from himself. He knows that square and Mass in the village
this year, unless Congress vetoes him a job, which built churches .any idea, prefer action to endless more laws will not bring about church. But he knows that the
it within the next 60 days. A con- and fought iniquity, which gave committees, and withal, be not racial justice, that more money past cannot be regained, that it
gressional veto is highly unlikely. youth an unparalleled opportunity irresponsible.
or a larger house will not bring must seek the new ways that are
Hearings by House committees for education and made of the
happiness and peace. So he does able to reach his heart with meanand legislation introduced by slum dweller a company president.
I LOVE the condition of the not wait :for another program or ing if not with eloquence. He is
House members last fall concernAmerican spirit. It frees me to be outline to replace the structures the spirit of America, the spirit of
ing drugs indicated clearly that
THEY LOVE America and myself. It exhilarates me with its which have grown stale and the world, the spirit of the church.
the mood on the Hill is for tough point to the struggles of their style and concern and openness silent. He will not wait for the Only the requem and burial of the
drug-control measures.
own youth as evidence of its for- of mind. It prods me to stay alive, institutions to lead him by the institution remains. Then the fuIN CALLING for stiffer penal- mer spirit. They descry the mate- to Jearn, to get involved in life. hand; modern man will lead ture is his, and I am glad.
ties for the sale or possession of rialism which has made today's It encourages me to enlarge the them by the force of his own
MONDAY: Novelist Saul BelLSD and other drugs, Johnson youth fat and cynical. They praise boundaries of my mind, to expand spirit.
low on the American Spirit.
suggested that they should be the formulas which they them- the borders of my love. It sparks
IS SUCH A society "sick"? Is
brought more closely into line selves 'devised, formulas which my faith and kindles my hope. It it "sick" not to ask much even as
because you care
with the penalties for marijuana. promised to make of every man a is young, rash, exciting, humble, one asks everything? To want a
about your clothing!
He noted that the possession of patriot, a moral person, a Joyal outspoken and tolerant of any- life that means something, to
marijuana is punishable by a pri- and affectionate son. They detest thing but the stuffy arrogance of want a chance to love and be
DRY CLEANING the
son term of at least two years, experiments, mock vague and un- the frightened past. It demands loved, to seek forms which assist
Sanitone Professional
and the sale of it by a minimum certain ideas, reject the pacifist that life mean something more in the quest to be one's self. This
way
term of five years.
and the rebel, and they cite the ,than material comfort and an an- is not sickness, this is the condiAt present the sale of LSD is gross national product as evidence nual raise in pay. It wants more tion of spiritual health. Only the
·:r misdemeano1·, punishable by up of God's blessing. They point to than social security and a vaca- frightened tell such a man of
to one year in prison. Possession past progress and ask for pati- tion in Bermuda. It will not toler- spirit that he has no values, that
of the drug is not illegal.
ence. They point to current dis- ate the torpor of a dull and well- he makes light of marriage or
Although the federal govern- cussions at Vatican Councils or dressed crowd. It despises empty exaggerates love. When he hears
ment's role in drug control is in wordy congresses and ask us conversation, superficial friend- the frightened speak, he knows
theoretically based on the inter- to be impressed. They see them- ships and artificial enthusiasm. they have confused permanent
state commerce clause of the selves as the strong and enlight- lt is earthy, passionate, warm, values with the fornl8 that once
call 243-5671 today!
Constitution, Johnson's message ened with a kind of pharisaic curious, alive. Nor can such a sought to make them live. He
showed that he isn't simply try- vision and they call fresh minds spirit die. It has only begun to
BUTTERFIELD ••• YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
ing to halt interestate drug traf- rash and intemperate if they dare live.
to
disagree.
fic, but rather wants to get at
.
•
A NEW CAR IS GUARANTEED
drug-users wherever his agents
IT WILL MAKE of churches
· ·.
.
FOR 50,000 MILES ••• A DIAMOND
can find them.
SUCH PROUD and simplistic and temples more than clubs to
IS GUARANTEED UNTIL YOU GET IT
men are out of touch. They are the perpetuate bigotry and self rightIN ASKING for· the new laws
OUT OF THE SHOP • . • UNLESS
he said that "Hallucinogens, such talkers and debaters who have eousness. Or it will continue to
IT'S AN ORANGE BLOSSOM.
as marijuana and LSD, have promised the Negro freedom for abandon them and make them
INSIDE AN ORANGE BLOSSOM
spread to suburban and rural re- a hundred years and wonder why mausoleums. It will not tolerate
AN ORANGE DOT TELLS YOU:
gions, and are taken by far too he riots. They are the legislators the narrowness which reduces
1. If the ring is lost, stolen or
and political experts who did not God to the man-made traditions
many American youths.
damaged
during the first year of
"The Improper
.
use of danger- grow in wisdom or understanding of an archaic sect. It has discovpurchase,
Orange Blossom will
o?s
drugs-barbiturates, pep between Korea and Viet Nam. ered its own power and :in its
replace it free of charge.
Pills, speed, other amphetamines They are the bishops and pastors modest success it has sensed the
2. It guarantees the diamond's
-cuts across all segments of the and rabbis who could forbid mar- fear and uncertitude of the leadvalue forever (at
riages, describe hell and the char- ers who once sounded so enpopulation.''
full purchase price
acter of its occupants, invade bed- lightened and secure. It will deas a trade-in).
rooms and smother youth with mand meaning from life, and in
3. It Is permanently
Fellowships Open
permanent sexual guilt,. preach such a demand will not fear pain,
registered by
inanities
and irrelevance and be or failure, or social scorn.
Orange Blossom.
The Vera Christie Graduate
4. It's exact weight and
Fellowship is now accepting schol- paid for their services, and disSuch a spirit will enjoy the
grade are engraved In the
arship applications. A $1,200 fel- tort the simplicity of the scrip- benefits of an affluent society
ring.
lowship award for personnel re- tures with their own historical without forgetting the poor. It
5. It promises a lifetime of
bigotry.
search in the fields of college rewill drift away from the estabfree professional deeming
THEY DO NOT understand a lishment to seek the secret of life.
cruitment and placement will be
and servicing.
effective for the 1968-69 school Bishop Pike or a Malcolm Boyd It will search for new ways to
butterfield
year. It is for graduate students who try to save the institutional communicate and make friends.
?r qualified faculty members. Any church from history's ash can. It will spot the stuffiness of mid'jemelers
mterested persons may obtain de- They condemn a Dick Gregory or dle-class boredom, avoid the culTHF
a
Stokely
Carmichael
who
have
tails from the UNM Placement
tural symbols which offer no rebeen choked with cheap words lief from emptiness of spirit alld
Center.
and trite promises of a pot of resist the pompous platitudes
2312 CENTRAL SE
,
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February 21
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ORANGE BLOSSOM
OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HALL

JEWElER

When the Campus is dead,
And there just ain't life,
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch II :.30·2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:go

Come feast at Bob' sIn the Coffe~ shop or under the lights ...

413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W
of 0 ld Town Plaza
242"4986
s~

•

He's looking for fresh talent with
new ideas. He'll talk Fairchild with
graduating seniors and graduate
students; the jobs, the people, the
opportunities, the future. Sign up
for an appointment.
For Graduating Seniors in:
Electronics Engineering, Industrial
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physical Science, Physics,
Chemistry, Metallurgy, Math, Marketing, Business Administration,and
related fields.
Positions Open: Integrated
Circuit Product Engineer, Device
Design Engineer, Applications Engineer, Product Marketing Engineer, Sales
Engineer, Production Supervisor.
Remember to sign up for an appointment. It's
your chance to make the big time. FAIRcHea..c
OeMICONOUCTOH

Fairchild Semlconduclor 1A Di~islon of Fnlrchlld Camera and Instrument
Corporallon • 313 Fairchild Orlve, Mountain View, California 94040
(415) 962·5011 • TWX: 91D-379·6435 • An equal opporlunilyemployer
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Resident Tuition Hike Next ?
\Veil, it happened-Was there ever any doubt it would?
The Senate yesterday approved a $120-a-year increase in
out-of-state tuition at state institutions of higher learning.
There was little chance that the measure would fail; the
deficit for higher education next year was projected at
around $1.1 million without a tuition increase. So let's face
it: If you want any sort of quality education, you just have
to pay for it.

.

:~ B e m a
i!ill
~

Certainly higher tuition will cause non-resident enrollment to drop some, but no one can tell just how much. MacGregor cites figures which show a 9.7 per cent increase in
non-resident enrollment last fall, when the latest tuition hike
took effect.
But whatever the effect of the tuition hike on non-resident
enrollment may be, it is now a fact and we might just as well
face it. Surely no one particularly likes it, but then legislators don't seem to be too well attuned to student likes and
dislikes anyway.
"L"NM already ranks first in resident tuition among Western Athletic Conference schools and major state universities
west of the Mississippi, according to statistics used by the
legislature in its tuition-hike study. But if higher education's
deficit doesn't come down next year-and there is not much
prospect that it will-watch what happens to resident tuition next year when the legislators are past the elections
and safely ensconced for another two years.

Calling U
FRIDAY: Delta Sigma Pi; Union 12!l;
7p.m.
Ski Movie: ..Rules of- the Slopes;•
(color) ; Mesa Vista Hall, 4th floor study;
~p.m.

Rodey Theatre Pl'oduction .-.Hansel and
Gretel"; Rodey Theatre; 7:30 p.m.
A.W.S. King of Hearts Dance; Union
Ballroom; 8 p.m.
Baha'i; Union 231; 8 p.m.
Sigma Alpha Iota February Musicale;
Fine Arts Recital Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
'"'SATURDAY: Bureau of Bnsin""" Research State Technical Services Workshop; Union 250-C-D: 8 a.m.

Bureau ol BW~iness Research Luncheon ;
Union 139 E&W ; lZ noon.
RodeY Theatre Production :
Rode:v

Theatre: 1,. 3 p.m.

Delta Sigma Pi; Union 129; 7 p.m.
Saturday Film Fare "A Thottsand
Clowns.. : Union Theater; 1~ 10 p ..m.
SUNDAY: Rod.,Y Theatre Production;
See Feb. 16; Rodey Theatre; 1, 3 p.m.
Sunday Fihn Fare "A Tbonsand
Clowns"; Union Theatre: 5, 8 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega Pledges: Union 253;

7p.m.

A1pha Tau Omeg& ~
Room; 7:30p.m.

Union

Couneil

-

•~

~
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The Republic
of China

~

By DAVID FOREMAN
Among the left wing the biggest and loudest laughs are reserved for Chiang Kai-shek and
the Republic of China (Free
China). Chiang, we are told, is
the very epitomy of corruption
and reaction.
The Kuomingtang (Nationalist) government of Free China is
something like an Oriental version of the New Mexico Democratic Party. The purpose of this
article is to take a survey trip of
Taiwan, "The Tammany Hall of
the East."
Land reform began in 1949 in
Tahvan. (Land reform, incidently, is the issue the Chinese Communists used in their takeover of
mainland China - the peasants
didn't know that communist land
reform meant communes, barracks, and starvation, though,)
In 1949 in Taiwan 41 'ic of the
land was tenant tilled and tenants
paid 50-70% of the crop for rent.
This rent was reduced to 37% SL

* * *
lands were sold

city land prices with tax proceeds
going to urban welfare programs
(such as nurseries for working
mothers).
Taxes are enacted on the worth
of the land as owner-assessed.
Should his assessment be unfairly
low, the government is empowered to buy the land at the price he
stipulated.

* * *

An extensive social security
program covers government employees, industrial workers, miners transportation and public
'
.
utilities
workers and labor umon
members. Plans covering death,
retirement, injury, sickness and
childbirth cover fishermen and
sugar cane farmers.
One-fourth of Taiwan's 13
million citizens are in schools.
The 41 universities and coUeges
graduate 17,00() per annum. Vocational schools exist in agriculture, .mechanical skills, fisheries,
home economics, commercial subjects, and theatre. Overall literacy is over 92% as a result of
reading and writing instruction
provided to illiterate adults.

Public
to tenAll eosts of college are going up; increases in student fees
ants at cheap prices. In 1953, the
and in room and board charges are forecast for next year at government put·chased excessive
* * *
For a small country Taiwan
UNl\1. In fact, don't be too surprised if a proposal to raise landlord holdings and resold the
has a very far reaching foreign
resident tuition is passed by the legislature next year. Prob- land to the tenants for 2% times aid
program. The first mission
the annual yield of the main crop
ably the only reason it didn't happen this year is that, like to be paid in 20 installments over was sent in 1001 to Liberia. There
the needed substantial tax increase that did not materialize, a 10 year period. Over half a mil- are now over 40 agricultural and
missions from Free
it would have cost lawmakers too many votes at the polls in lion families benefited from the technical
China
in
Africa.
land reform. As of 1966, only 13%
November.
of the land is tenant tilled.
Red China exports subversion,
Urban land reform began in Free China exports progress.
Perhaps non-resident students are being made to pay more 1963 with a system based on tax- Over 300 African specialists have
than they should in added tuition costs. Student lobbyists and ing the unearned increment on been brought to Taiwan for 5
many out-of-state students have asserted that raising tuition might actually cost UNM money in the long run because
of sharply decreased non-resident enrollments.

But Director of Admissions J. C. MacGregor asserts that
it is impossible to isolate the effect of higher tuition on nonresident enroiiment. One other factor, for instance, which
'fnight affect non-resident enrollment is the 2.5 grade-point
average required for non-residents to be admitted.

I
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LETTERS
Attacks TV Polls
Dear Editor:
I wonder how many people in
the Albuquerque area have been
annoyed by the T.V. "opinion
polls" being conducted by two local television stations. Personally,
I feel that they are unscientific,
misleading and unethical.
For the last several months,
both KOB-TV (NBC) and KOATTV (ABC) have been using T.V.
"polls" as _a vi ewer-attraction
gimmick. A question, oftentinmes
slanted, is announced on the early
evening news program, viewers
call in, however many times they
wish to register their opinion, and
finally the results are announced
on the late news.
This "polling'' is carried out
with considerable solemnity as if
it were a valid type of opinion
measurement and a service to the
community. In reality it is just
the opposite. Since there is no
control on multi-voting the results
often reflect extremist or emotional thinking, especially on political issues.
About a month ago, for example, in response to a "poll"
asking whether or not George
Wallace should run for president,
over 60 per cent of the votes were
"yes." More recently this phony
"polling" was used as one device
in local television's apparent campaign to whip UNM into line on
the Stokely Carmichael issue.
These "polls" do a disservice to
the community in at least two

TO THE

month seminars on ·the production
of rice and· other crops. Over
2,400 technicians, mostly from
Southeast Asia, have been trained in Taiwan.

* * *
has also given

Taiwan
aid to
the non-African countries of Saudi Arabia, Brazil, the Dominican
Republic, the Philippines, and
India. (Red China commits aggression against India but little
Taiwan gives India foreign aid.)
" Industrial production has risen
by 1,800 '7o since 1946. Factories
'have increased from 8000 to 28,000 since 1945. 1964 industrial
expansion was 21%.
. The biggest industry is food
processing, fo1lowed by textiles,
Other growing industries include
chemicals, fertilizer, pI a s t i c s,
electrical appliances and glass.
There is a growing petrochemical
industry.

* * *

Contrary to the mouthings of
the so-called "China Experts,"
can Red China hold a candle to
the real and tangible progress of
Free China in the last twenty
years?
Red China has presented mass
executions, famines, destruction
of the home, naked aggression,
genocide, exported subversion
and internal chaos. Free China
has presented increased democracy, land reform, plenty and foreign aid.
Perhaps the U.S. missed the
boat when we allowed mainland
China to fall under the goosestepping of Mao's Red Army.
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NSA S~eks Changes; Faces Obstacles
By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Serv~ee .
WASWNG'I'ON -.. Can the
.National Student Association,
suckled for 15 years by Mother
CIA, find a useful new life in
America?
NSA's officers arid staff have
tried to find the answer in a set
of programs cen!;ered around
gaining power for : students and
then helping them., to use that
power to enact radical change in
American higher education.
They face many obstacles.
Some are external, like the reIuctance of foundations to give
money for an international program or the unwillingness of campus administrators to yield to
student requests for rights. But
the more significant ones are
within the organization itself.
The leadership of NSA is casting its lot with the activists, those
who seek change in higher educa.
d ·
t•
1 d · t
t 10n
an m na 10na an m ernationa} policies of the government.
Yet NSA is limited from going as
far as many of those activists often go to achieve their goals.
PRESIDENT ED SCHWARTZ
says that NSA hopes to provide
increasing "tactical advice" to
to students who want to obtain
change on their campus. Yet, al-

Students Ill
Downtown for a ......,
or shopping? Eat at

EDITOR

ways. First, they tend to mislead
a large segment of the publicexactly that sector which is most
apt to be impressed by what is
billed as the "majority opinion."
In California recently. George
Wallace actually had the audacity
to ·:point to the TV "polls" as proof
that the professional polling organizations (Gallup and Harris)
were incorrect in maintaining
that Wallace has the support of
only a small minority of the pnblic.
In this way these slanted "polls"
are unfair to the viewer who feels
that multi-voting is unethical. His
views either do not get heard or
are nearly drowned out by extremist multi-voting.
We do not have to accept this
situation, though. I understand
the FCC is beginning to take notice of the existence of TV "polling" in various cities throughout
the country.
Perhaps we in Albuquerque can
help put an end to this phony
"polling" by addressing written
complaints to the FCC in Washington, D.C. The quality of TV
programming is, in ·part, our responsibility.
Thomas W. Walkc1·

Explains Alpha Phi Omega
Dear Editor:
In a Lobo article Feb. 12 concerning distribution of the Thunderbird you mentioned the Alpha
Chi Omega cloakroom. I am deeply upset that you are either grave-

ly misinformed or could make
such a flagrant error.
The coat and book check in the
Union is maintained by Alpha
Phi Omega, national service fraternity. We are unfortunately not
related or associated with Alpha
Chi Omega, a prominent women's
sorority on campus. Our only remote connection with A Chi 0 is
that one of our brothers recently
married a member of the A Chi
0 sorority.
It is very important that the
Lobo make a definite distinction
between these two organizations,
so that credit may be given where
credit is due. Another recent blunder made in El Recado was one
referring to Alpha Phi Omega as
a service club. This is false.
Alpha Phi Omega ils a service
fraternity similar to a social
greek fraternity with a few exceptions such as no fraternity
house, very small dues nnd dedication to service to the UNM students and community above social
functions,
Alplln Phi Omega is open to
nny mnlo tJNM nhnlon t. Our cur~
ron f; H<~!'oml llllmtllliclr rush is now
fn J>l'll~l'llllt~, Any•tnll lntcrclltcd is
lnvltlld to llrnp hy Uw rout check

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626
Inquire into the FAITH
and PRACTICE of the
EPISCOPAL

CHURCH
Classes Begin
Feb. 20
8:00p.m.

CANTERBURY CHAPEL
448Ash N.E.

nl~o l:lflHJl~m·ln~t

creasmgly to'Yard disruptive protes~ ~s a tac~Ic, NSA has take!J a
pos1tion agamst protests which,
for e~~mple, block recruiters..
Cr1t1cs of NSA have quest1oned
the whole. notion o~ stud~~t power
and tactical advice.
Student
power' doesn't mean anything as
a con.cept," says. one. "It is only
mea
• mn gfl
u as 1t reIt
a. es to partlcular goals on particular campuses. For example, you can organ!ze a national student strike
agamst the war, but you can't
organize 0 l?e. for 'student power:' "
Other critics do~bt that out~Ide
obs:rvers can proVIde such tacti~al
advice. In response NSA can pomt
to the large number of schools
which have asked for advice on
how to gain greater student
rights.
NSA a!s.o faces structural probl~ms. Critics from both left and
right hav~ ch?rge? for years th!lt
the orgamzatwn IS undemocratic,
that it ought to change from an
association of student governments to an association of individual college students. But the
NSA membership rejected suc"h a
proposal advanced last summer
by outgoing President Eugene
Groves.
SO FOR NSA HAS NOT LOST
the great numbers of schools predieted after the CIA disclosures.
Its membership has grown in a
year from 285 to 335. Few schools
dropped membership right after
the disclosures. This fall 17
schools have disaffiliated, but 26
others have joined to keep membership on the rise. There are
several more affiliation votes expected this spring.
The major problem faced by
NSA, however, is that the schools
which are joining are mostly
small, quiet campuses, while large
schools such as the University of
Michigan, University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia University
are among those pulling out.
"We've lost campuses we didn't
want to lose," Schwartz admits.
Only one of the disaffiliationsat Pennsylvania-has come after
a referendum. The rest were all
taken out by their student governments. NSA has won the only
referendum on membership held
this year, at the University of
California at Berkeley. Schwartz
thinks NSA can regain some of
those campuses, especially the important ones like Michigan,
through referenda. Many of the
strong schools, Schwartz believes,
will ''fall behind" in gaining student power and rights if they say
out of NSA.
'
NSA also faces financial problems. It has run a deficit for the
last two years and the withdrawal of CIA funds has created a
large money vacnum. Besides
membership fees, NSA has several large grants from the Office of
Economic Opportunity ($250,000
for its Tutorial Assistance Center), the National Institute of
Mental Health, and the Office of
Education.
NSA IS SHYING AWAY
from government money, how-

ever, because 11f the political
questions raised by receiving
government funds and the instability of such funds because of the
war. Inntead, NSA is taking its
major proposals . to foundations
such as Ford and Carnegie.
What NSA's officers would like
most of all is to be mostly selfsupporting. Student Services Director AI Handell is developing a
number of proposed new NSA
services--a record club a book
series, marketing of p~oductsthat are intended to bring in maney to I!Upport other activities.
"Perhaps that seems a little incongruous," says Vice President
Dan Mcintosh, "but these services
ar also intended to· save students
money and give them better services "
Schwartz is confident that new
grants and the services activity
will make NSA solvent by Jan-·
uary 1969.
' .
.
,
Radicals predicted at NSA s
Con~ess last summer that
n 0 th mg wou]d ch ange. nn.-t
.um

seems to be untrue. NSA's leadera are making an effort to overhaul their organization and proSOUTHWEST
vide useful assistance to AmeriELECTRIC
SHAVER SERVICE
can students. But the organizaELECTRIC
SHAVER AND
tion faces tremendous obstacles
LIGHTER
REPAIR
to achieving that goal. It cannot
210 THIRD NW
247-8219
yet be seen whether they will sueceed.
=
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Sat.

Jack Healy-Classical Guitarist
with Ketl Robertson-Folk Singer
Greg Snyder, John Wilson, Dan
Arterburn and David Levine-Bluegrass

AT CENTRAL AND UNIVERSITY
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Hungry As A
Tiger
With
Two Heads?
Try

Toasty
Bun
Two Hamburger
Patties
Two Slices
Of Cheese
45¢

Henry's
Double
Cheeseburger

1916 Central SE
(Across from

1968
ENGINEERING GRADUATES
The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana

SUZUKI
SPORTCYCLES

Ar-

tlmr DIIXIJU' :fm• !{illlf nf lfi'lllrtl!,
It will h11 U'l'ltnUy IWJII'ttl'ilti.IHll:f
in the fnLur41 U111 f,ohn will \'llfor
to Alphu Jlhl Onw~n IJY It~ PI'OIHlr
name.
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thou~h activists ar~ ten~ing in-

Listen to KUNM

Listen to KUNM
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50

c.c.

invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the
specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

____ Full

will be on your campus on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1968

TO

500

12 Month-

c.c.

12,000 Mile

MODELS

,,P

INLAND

. SOLO
SUZUKI

INLAID STRBL COHPJNY
JHDIAlfJI. HAJtiiOJl WOIIU

EAST CHICAGO, INDIANA

G

TODAY

AT

'WOFO,IIIPCIIRF
I'"OftM<fti.Y Cti!IIIMM< MOlt>M

PHONE 265-6531

~

.

~

______________

~

'.

_..__..:,.

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR •. N.E.

..

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program
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N. Mex. High in WAC Statistics
DENVER-Four of the New
Mexico Lobos' starting five are
ranked in the top twenty scorers
in the Western Athletic Conference basketball scoring race. The
Lobos are 19-1 this season.
Guard Ron Nelson is third with
a 19.8 point per game average,
Ron Sanford is seventh with a
15.4 average, Greg "Stretch"
Howard is ninth "~Yith a 14.6 average, and Ron Becker is twentieth
with a 10.3 average,
Howard and Sanford occupy
fifth and eighth position!! in. the
field goal per~entage rankmgs.
Howard is hittmg .500 per cent
from the field and Sanford .493.
Becker is in tenth place with a
.490 average.
NELSON AND Becker are in

TOM PFEIFFER
BS, Physics, Villanova,
joined Bethlehem's
1962 Loop Course, now is
an engineer at our
$50-million research
laboratories. At present
Tom is studying advanced
measurement methods for
controlling basic oxygen
furnaces and sheet-steel
coating processes.

MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

sETH ~HEfll

ST EL

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Alumni Memorial
Cnapel, 1 J.:OO a.m.
Sponsored by the
Lutheran Association
of America

Lobos Face Utah Road Game This Week

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS!

BHthe
oath?
Then look at manufactured graphite-one of the lesser-known substances,
though few can match its versatility.
. In graphite technology, many new worlds ~ry out t~ be conquered. For
graphite has endless and growing uses-in makmg elect~IC f~rna~e steels ~nd
foundry metals, in molds and castings. in metal f~bncatmg. m ~roduc~ng
nuclear energy, in cathodic protection, in many chem1cal process_es mcludmg
chlor·alkali electrolysis, as a refractory, in rocket motors, ~nd m countle~s
other applications. No matter what your interest, graphite will lead you to ~~With us, you will be a member of a closely-knit team, not just a digit.
Responsibility and authority are quickly delegated as earned-:-~nd our steady
rate of expansion constantly creates up-the-ladder opportumt1es.
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS Consult your placement office promptly to arrange
an interview date. AGreat Lakes Carbon placement advisor will be on campus.··

Monday, Feb. 19
or, if you prefer, write in strict confidence to GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
DIVISION GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION-to J. o.
Fermoile, P.~. Box 667, Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302 or to L. W. Harbison.
P.O. Bo)( 40. Morganton, N. c. 2B655 or to P. A. Serchia, P.O. Box G.,
Rosamond, Calif. 93560.
We

are an equal opportunity employer.

Crafts Fair
Any UNM student interested in
displaying or selling his work at
the UNM Arts and Crafts Fair
during Fiesta must sign up now.
Forms are available in the Activities Center in the Union. Cash
prizes will be awarded at the fair.

•

Claudia Jackson, UNM public
relations director, has announced
openings on four student committees. Committees with openings
are the Cultural, National International Affairs, Pep Council, and
Rally. Students may apply for
these openings in the Activities
Center of the Union.

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in the Triangle Lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

This card costs $5. It could .save you $50 or mote any
time you want to cut out: to go skiing, or home for vacation,
or to an out-of-town game, or to a houscparty in Denver.
It's Frontier Airlines' 21 Fare identification card.
And it entitles you to four great cut-out privileges: (1) to
fly Frontier for 40% less than full fare; (2) to have a
confirmed reservation on any Frontier Flight, any day;
(3) to take as man'St of these low-cost flights as you
have time for in the next six months; and (4) to enjoy the
Youth Fare privileges of most other major airlines.
Only one requirement: You've got to be at least 12
years old (no sweat) artd not over 21 (Sorry, graduate
students, use our Standby Fare.) Take proof of your age
to Tom louie, your Frontier campus representative,
to your Travel Agent, or any Frontier ticket office.

FRONTIEi}>~RUNES
The airline that knows the West. Best.
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Committee Openings

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

second and fifth place respective- tenth in rebounding with a 7·2
ly in free throw percentage. Nel- average.E
t"
h's present
son has been deadly at the charIF H
con mues 1 mainder
ity stripe hitting .827 per cent of pace through~ut the re Utah
his attempts. Becker is not far of the reg~ ar k seaso~ill have
behind with .785 per cent.
guard Merv a~ t s ~ n a season
In the rebounding department, :~ored mor:h po;.!st:rn Athletic
Sanford is tied for seventh place C ~ any 0 ~ryer except all.time
0 .erence ~aJerry Chambers of
with Gary VonKrosigk of Wyoming. Both are pulling down an ~~r~g g~a ;lynn Robinson of
average of 9.4 rebounds per game.
a . an
1
Howard is in eighth place trail- v.; ~om~ng. 1 st week passed the
ing Sanfor~ by one-tenth of per- 500 a~a~~ fo~ the second straight
centage pomt at 9·3 per game.
year sinking 20 against Brigham
TWO PLAYERS from Utah- You~g for a total of 504 this seaone who _was exp~cted to be an son. With five games to play-all
All-AmeriCa candidate and one against WAC opponents- Jackexpected to be a reserv? -. head !lon would reach 624 points by
the WAC basketball statistiCs for maintaining his present 24.0 point
all games.
average.
Merv Jackson, a 6-foot 3 guard,
Only Chambers and Robinson
awed the experts with his all- have scored more. Chambers pourround play last season and was ed in an all-time high of 892
being boosted as an All-American points over 31 games during the
candidate. He's responded this · 1965-66 season. The extra five
year with superlative perform- contests came in the NCAA tourances and currently leads the nament, where U t a h placed
WAC in scoring with a 24.0-point fourth and Chambers was named
average and in free throw per- t h e tournament's Outstanding
centage with .857 per cent.
Player after tallying a tourney
Jackson, who went over the high of 143 points.
500-point mark for the second
ROBINSON, who has scored
straight season by scoring 20 more career points than any other
points against Brigham Young, WAC player, has the second,
io the lone conference player to third, and fourth best season outrank in all four categories. In puts. He tabulated 701 points as
addition to leading scoring and a senior, 682 as a sophomore, and
free throw shooting, he also 666 as a junior.
stands fourth in field goal shootThe only other player to have
ing with a .503 percentage and scored more than 600 points in a
season is John Fairchild, Brigham Young ace in 1964-65.
Union to Sponsor
The 500-point level has been
reached
20 times. Jackson has
Tournament Team
done it twice including this seaThe Union games area is spon- son. He dropped in 503 last year.
soring a team of UNM students Another active player, Wyoming
for competition in the Region 13 guard H a r r y Hall, tallied 535
Regional Conference games tourn- last season as a sophomore and
ament in Greeley, Colo., Feb. 22.
appears destined to hit 500 again
Teams will participate in bowl- this year. He has 419 with six
ing, table tennis, billiards, and games to play.
chess during the tournament.
Twenty-three students are planning to make the trip to Greeley.
Anyone interested in participating in the tournament should contaet Robert Cooke at the Union
games area.
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SUNDAY MORNING

By WAYNE CIDDIO
And an edict came forth from
the King and the King did command the men known as the Lobos to journey forth · into the
northland to the cities of Provo
and the Salty Lakes to capture the
glory that was rightfully theirs.
And the King did say, "Heed
my words o noble brethren, thou
shalt scarcely be done with thy
encounter with the men of the
Cougar when thou shalt perceive
on the horizon the advancing
armies of the Utes."
EVEN ABRAHAM of old would
have grimaced if he had been faced with the road trip the New
Mexico Lobos make this weekend
into Utah to do battle with Brigham Young on Friday and Utah
on Saturday.
The BYU game, to be televised
live by KOAT-TV Friday, will be
videotaped in English, Spanish,
and Japanese and shown in Mormon missions around the world.
The game will be broadcast live
by shortwave radio to South America. Saturday's game with Utah
will be regionally televised on
XOB-TV at 2:15 p.m.
The Lobos nearly ran BYU out
'Of University Arena when the two
teams met for the first time this
year. New Mexico won that one
.84-69 behind the 25-point effort
,of Ron Nelson, but it seems that
,the Western Athletic Conference
·is notorious for making the home
team a sacred cow.
BYU HAS an 8-1 record at
home and a 13-9 on the season.
•The Cougars of Coach Stan Watts
are in fourth place in the conference title race with a 2-3 record
behind UNM, Wyoming, and Utah.
Four men, Kari Liimo, Jim Eakins, Marty Lythgoe, and Randy
Schouten, are averaging in double
figures for the Cougars with the
6 foot 8 Liimo leading the pack
with a 17.3 point clip per game.
BYU as a team is scoring 81.5
points per game while holding
opponents to 75.9.
BYU has had some hard luck
on the road this season against
both conference and non-conference foes. The Cougars have lost
to UNM, Wyoming, and upstate
rival Utah all on the road while
whipping both Arizonas at Provo.
The Cougars lost a heart-breaker
to Utah 91-89.
AND THEN there's Utah and
fabulous Merv "The Magician"
Jackson who is well on his way
to becoming the third-highest
scorer in WAC history. Jackson
is hitting 23.3 points per ball
game and has been the most important element in Utah success
this season.
The Lobos knocked off the Utes
72-66 in Albuquerque this season,
but not before getting a scare
from the fired-up Redskins. Utah
pulled out to a nine-point lead
at one point in the ball game and
for a while it looked as though
New Mexico's undefeated streak
would end at 14.
Nelson began putting more
pressure on Jackson in the second
half and the Lobos got hot from
the field to eventually hand the
Utes their first conference loss.
But Utah head coach Jack Gardner is determined that the Lobos
will lose in Salt Lake City. New

Mexico has never won a WAC
basketball game in Salt Lake in
five tries.
GARDNER said, "We've never
lost to New Mexico at home and
we don't plan to start now, All I
can say about New Mexico's Utah
road trips is they had better
watch out."
Lobo Coach Bob King realizes
that Utah is a strong ball club,
but feels that the Lobos' previous
record won't have much to do with
the outcome of the game,
"This will be a tough series,
but I know we are going up there
to play. Utah has always been
tough at home because they've always been able to get a little
help one way or the other.
"WE KNOW that it doesn't
matter who we beat, we just have
to win on the road. BYU is playing better ball right now than
Utah, so we aren't looking past
them," King said.
After 20 games, Nelson is still
leading the Lobo scoring with
19.8 average per game. He was
hitting 20.4 points per game, but
ran into some tough defenders
against New Mexico State and the
University of Texas-El Paso last
week.
Ron Sanford and Greg Howard
are close behind Nelson with 15.4
and 14.6 averages. Sanford and
Howard are playing well together
and have teamed up to nearly
nominate the boards in the Lobos'
last three games.
RON BECKER is averaging
10.3 points per game and has
been sharing the signal-calling
duties with Nelson. Howie Grimes
has been having trouble finding
the range lately but is still hitting
9.1 points per game.

The WAC race could take on an
entirely new dimension after this
weekend's
action.
Wyoming
squares off against Utah Friday
and then the Cowboys travel to
Provo to take on BYU Saturday.
Even though Coach King says

Sports Notes

SJLOON
Dancing Wednesday Night
to Live Band
Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

CAREER BOUND
·To Dallas, New York, Hong Kong, Anywhere
We'll get you to where the action is

Best Record
New Mexico has the best record
in the country among the nation's
major college defense basketball
leaders. The Lobos, who rank
20th in defense, own a 19-1 mark.

call255-76ll your travel number

~-trv~
RAVEL SERVICE

WAC Excitement
Excitement has pre v a i I e d
throughout most of the 1968
WAC basketball television games.
Last week, New Mexico and
UTEP were tied with five minutes to go when the Lobos edged
to a six-point victory.
The week before, Arizona State
nudged Wyoming by one point on
a free-lance field goal at the buzzer. The week before that, Wyoming needed an overtime to edge
the Air Force Academy. Earlier,
Utah and Arizona battled into
overtime before the Utes triumphed.

~-kREI) t)OG
3244 San Mateo NE

Which is better, a good offense
or a good defense? In last weelt's
official NCAA major college basketball statistics, the top twenty
offense leaders owned a combined
record of 252-96 for .724 percent.
The top twenty defense leaders
stood 227-108 for .678 percent.
Maybe the answer is 'be good at
one and you'll do well, since only
three teams in each category owned losing records.

1516

San• Pedro NE

Jl/1

Albuquerque, N.M.

artin

Me Donalds'
.. YOUR KIND OF PLACE!'
CLIP THIS AD!
FREE
SERVING OF DELICIOUS
McDONALD'S CRISP,
_ _)/\~~
GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
WITH EACH CHEESEBURGER OR DOUBLECHEESEBURGER
ORDERED.
(EXPIRES SUN., FEB. 25th)

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.M.

•
•
Interviews at campus engmeermg
office on Feb. 22 and 23

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
Phil Harper
6:00·1 0:00 am

Your T'!!..nk Green
~)
Money
Man

that nothing will be decided this
weekend, some fur is going to fly.
And the King did stand on the
banks of the river called the
Grande and lifted up his hands
unto the heavens and entreated
the Lord, saying, "Deliver us from
evil."

LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

•.• Ext. 6, •• Today for Credit Application

Martin Marietta Corporation is interviewing for
immediate and future openings in major,
long-term Research, Development and
Production Programs. Opportunities exist in
the technology associated with Space
Exploration, Advanced Communications
Techniques, Missile Systems, Nuclear Power,
and High Strength Materials.
Martin Marietta has major facilities in:
Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado;
Orlando, Florida; Wheeling, Illinois.
See our Representative at the campus
Engineering Placement Office. Or write
to: DIRECTOR COLLEGE RELATIONS
AEROSPACE GROUP DEPT. (D)
MARTIN MARIETIA CORPORATION
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
MARYLAND 21240

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
Saturday. , .10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

.IWARTIN .IWARIE77"A
Martin Marietta is an equal opportunity employer.

---------~-
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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line nd., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted b~ noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tiona auilding, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

HELP WANTED
KONW someone who forgot to
pick up hia copy of the Thunderbird,
remind him they al'e available at the
Union Cheek Room.

iFYou

EARN $61.60 weekly. 8 eves. & Sats. Must
hnve ear & he bondable, Phone 844·2778,
3 to 5 p.m. only,
TEACH at a Negro oollege. Gmduate
students with M.A.'s aye UY!Iently needed
for academic year and summer teaehin.g
positions. The Southern Education Program, a private, non-profit organization
with eontaets at 9~ oolleges, can place
yon quickly and free of cbayge. Write
Southern Education Program, 85!1%
Hnnter Street, N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30314.
PERSONALS
PERSoNALITY FOSTERS, l'syebedelie,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, thert you don't need them.
Send for Samples & Li.~t. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Sbop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
RETURNED Peace Corps volunteers eontact Alice Goeak at 842·1882.

FOR RENT
NOTHING: .Tnst a reminder that the

"WILDLY
COMIC!
YOU
SHOULD
CERTAINLY
SEE IT!
-N.Y. Times

HARRELL INC.
PRESENTS

~~~,,

~Rtmr

Thunderbird is ont.
ROOMMATE needed, male. Four Seasons
Apts. 207, 120 Cornell Dr. $54. per
month. One block from campus. Call
247-8~52. 2/12-16.
UN:M CO-ED needs female roomate to
share large 2 bdrm. apt. in McHenburk
Apts. About $50. per month. Contact at
218 Spruce NE after 5 p.m. 2/21.
FOR SALE
A DARK BROWN medium length Wig,
including wig case and brnsb. Worn onlY
3 times. Will sell for $100. CaD 277-3198
after 12 :SO noon M.W .F. or weekends.
2/9-15.
THE THUNDERBDID which is a 33 1/3
l'])m record of poets reading is now
available free to stndents at the Union
Check Room. Pick your copy up today.
FOR $0.00 you ean get yonr copy of the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do it today 9:00-5:00.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace, extn
lg, garage fullY finished w/h & a/c,
work bench & sink. EIEc kitchen,
beautiful carpels & drapes, 2 !Jaths.
Conv. loan. Priced FHA appraisal Ap.
prox. $3000. will hAndle. Call mor'llilll!ll
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-5865.
1966 amoK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, mo.ny extras. Must selL 296-3681,
277-4538. 2/8-14.
1961 MATCHLESS 650ee road bike (G 12
Engine)~
''Featherbed'• type frame.
$350. Phone 247·8927 after 5. 1637
Grand NE.
MOTORCYCLE. Suzuki, 1965 Model H.
50cc. Helmet & mclc incloded. Almost
new condition. Complete motor rebuiJd
recentlY. l'rice $130. can 296-5652 or
Mr. Watson at 277-331L
1948 TRIUMPH 300ce. Comple'..el;y :rebuilt. $250. Also, a $325. hAnd tied W"~g.
14 inch, light brown, prioed at $50. Call
268-7247.
LOST
STUDENTS without their copies of the
Thunderbird are lost. You can't find
yolll'l!elf in this oondition-if :von have
your copy. Get it now at the Union
ChckRoom.
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for retDrn
o£ ailver gray miniatme French 1'oodle..
· L.t near UNiol oamJ)llll on "rrmnolooof,
Feb. 8. Anyone h&'finc bd01111atlon con-

Three N~~M. Poets
Will Read Tonight
At Yale St. Store
Three New Mexico poets will
participate in a poetry reading
for the benefit of the Yale Street
Grasshopper bookstore and the
"Oriental Blue Streak," a new
anthology of New Mexico poets,
tonight at 8 p.m. in Geology 122.
Part of the proceeds from the
readings will go to help pay legal
expenses resulting from the Dec.
13 raid on the Yale Street Grasshopper, 120 Yale SE.
The store's owner, Phil Mayne,
was charged with the possession
of obscene material and was held
in jail for two hours until he
posted a $100 bond. The trial,
which has beeu postponed several
times, will be held in Municipal
Court March 6.
Participating in the reading will
be lnNM graduate student
Charles Vermont, Larry Goodell,
and Joseph Bottone of Placitas.
Goodell and Bottone are the
editors of the "Duende Press"
and edited the "Oriental Blue
Streak."
Contributions will be welcome.

Unicn Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10
Sun.5&8

LADIES' Black Wallet on campus, sibly MitclleU HaiL Reward. Phone 2998614.
JUSCELLANE(JUS

WANTED TO BUY-Used YW or amall
Sports car. Flrllt cJu. condition. Pri-

By SAUL BELLOW
(C) 1967, Newsday, Inc.

Venom and Eternity
This series would not be complete withe~! a_ taste now a~d
then of the most daring work ever done on cmema. Made m
1953 by a group of wild Frenchmen known a_s the "Letter·
ists" it caused the late Jean Cacteau to exclmm:
"Is 'Venom' a springboard or is it a void? In 50 years we'!l
know the answer. The day will come, perhaps when lsou s
style will be the fashion. Who can tell?"

Plus: "Panels for the Walls of the World"

EVEN TODAY
YOU'LL SHRIEK
YOU'LL SCREAM
at the wicked
MARQUIS DE SADE

T_his is the fift!1 in a series of
artwles by promtnent Americans
giving their views on The Condition of the American Spirit today, The writers include social
critic Marya Mannes, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, historian
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., civilrights leader Bayard Rustin,
~ather James J. Kavanaugh, novl'18t Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham and psychoanalyst Erich
Fromm.
ENROUTE TO Tel Aviv last
June as Newsday's representative,
I was in midair when the war be-

tween Egypt and Israel broke
out, and I spent two days in
Athens haunting airlines and embassies and seEiking out influential
tycoons who might help me to
reach the scene of the fighting;.
By the time I got to Israel I had
read, while waiting, hundreds of
newspaper articles on the crisis
in British, French and American
papers. No one who takes such
an intensive dosage of news can
think the world to be sane. The
soberest experts sound like crackpots; the leaders of great nations
seem ready for shock-treatment.
DeGaulle, for instance, had made
strange statements about Israeli
aggression. He was extraordinary
-a man of genius, but he sound-

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

IYou'll need a baby sitter! I
an EYE Plt'IDlJtl'l9fl ill

IEASTMANCIILI!II
• ~'"'"LANCASTER • HAll•
Pol WRIGHT· KG!eo CIRAt ·Don JOHNSON
Tom HOWLAND ·lvlc!JO" TIMOTHY
Toby ADLER· Sylwo TEOEMAR·Cmcl PETERS

• ,\lama CAPRI

HELD OVER

wk

The Total Female Anima-l[
~NCOLOR~ULTRASCOPE

. Don Panthos2.o:~~~L
1!1

SHOWN

AT

ART THEATRE
S.E.

7:15-9:10

There once was a airl named MarY
Of whom it was said ··she•s contrarY.n
Until a youna chaP
With Schlitz laid a traP:
Now Mary is married to HarrY.

RON NELSON, chosen UNl\l's King of Hearts Saturday night,
studied engineering at his desk in Coronado Hall Sunday after the
Lobos' two-game road trip to Utah. Nelson, 6 foot 2, one of the
Western Athletic Conference scoring leaders, has lead the cagers to
a 20-2 season and kept the team in contention for the league title.
The senior guard is from Artesia N.l\l. (Photo by Pawley)

New Order Ends Exemptions

20 Per Cent of Graduate Students
(@uld Lose Defermentsi Dean Says
Service Director Lewis Hershey,
George P. Spl'inp:er, dean of the
A'raduatc school, said this weekend.
Deferments for men in critical
jobs and for most graduate students were cancelled, making 800,.
000 formerly deferred men eligible
for military service. Only graduate students in medical studies
Dr. Ferrel Heady, academic and those entering at least their
vice-president of UNM and pres- second year of advanced study in
ident-designate, has written the fall, 1966, will now be deferred.
introduction to a recent special
Both Springer and Law School
issue of Public Administration Dean Thomas W. Christopher exReview dealing with higher edu- pressed fear that the new exempcation for public service.
tion rules could hurt UNM if
The publication is the journal teaching assistants, resea1·ch as.
of the American Society for Pub- sistants, and graduate students
lic Administration.
teaching lower-level courses were
drafted.
Dr. Heady was chairman of the
ASP A Council on Graduate EduUNM has 345 graduate assiscation for Public Administration tants and 135 research assistants,
during 1966-67 during whicb most of them male. Christopher
much of the material in the spe- said 75 of the 185 students in the
cial issue of the Public Adminis· Law School theoretically are included in the group now eligible
tration Review was prepared.
Dr. He.ady's introduction deals· to be drafted.
Of UNM's 2500 graduate stu·
briefly with some of the problems
in the area of graduate education dents, 700 are in their first year
for public service and some of of studies. Two-thirds of them are
the steps suggested to solve them. males and could be called up.

U. President-Elect
Publishes Article

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
· $2.25 per semester

._..

Monday, February 19, 1968

,,

/'

No. 65

\

Graduate ·Schools Feeling
New Draft: Law Squeeze

2nd

About 20 per cent of UNM's
male graduate students could lose
their draft deferments under new
orders issued Friday by Selective

OPEN 7:30
·SHOW 7:50-9:40

ian Israelis. Some declared that
theae JeW~~ were not the same
Jews whom the Nazis had persecuted, but a wholly different
breed who were exploiting the
sympathy due the true sufferers.
Some of those who signed such
letters to Le Monde had Jewish
names. So the whole thing was
wild and bewildering. Only an
occasional letter to the London
Times by an obscure private citizen showed that here and there
reason still survived.
THIS LED me to reflect how
dangerous the "big" view could
be-the grand perspective of a
deGaulle or of communist statesmen-in a situation requiring
(continued on page 6)

c:

vate parb'. Call 2119-8614.

·...for those
who measure success
only in the hours before
the morning light!

an opportunity to improve the
French position in the Arab world.
Tito and other Eastern leaders
we1•e following the cliches of the
Marxian rule book. They saw the
Arabs as "historically progressive," the Jews as representatives
of capitalism and imperialism.
Meanwhile Romantic intellectuals
in Pal'is and London, readers of
Freya Star],, T. E. Lawrence or
Andre Gide wrote to the papers
to denounce the Jewish intruders
and to participate luxuriously in
the terrible and beautiful rage of
the Arab fighter. There would be
a blood bath. In the French press
radical university professors and
writers who followed the communist line denounced the Hitler-

Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial Freedom

Union·. • •
(Continued from page 1)
Union planners intend to release a questionnaire to studentsr
faculty, and s.dministrators "to
ask what they would like to see in
the Union," Bierba~ says.
"WE WANT to study how people are using or not using e.'tisting facilities and why, and we
want to know what additions
they would ask for," he explains.
The questionnaire is still in
the planning stage, Associate Director Krbec says. Several proposals and modifications were discussed at Wednesday's meeting,
and the exact form of the questionnaire is "in the Union Board's
hands," he says.

ed rather goofy. Tito, too, had
so twisted the facts that no
psychiatrist would have hesitated
to commit him to an in:;;titution.
TWO DAYS earlier, a large,
modern Arab army had threatened tu invade Israel and annihilate
the J e\vs. The civiiized world had
heard these threats as though it
were listening to still another
fascinating television program.
For the second time in 25 years
Jews were menaced with extinction. No one wished to intercede
for them with Nasser. DeGaulle
called for a four-power conference, He was evidently trying to
assert that France was still a
great power. French prestige was
his primary concern, and he saw
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Americans Seek Escapes From Pressure

TOMORROW NIGHT
at Midnight-Adults Only

WASHINGTON (CPS)-There
will be no draft deferments for
graduate students next fall except those already in their second or subsequent year of graduate school and those in medical,
dental, and allied medical specialties.
Selective Service Director Lewis
Hershey, acting under advice of
the National Security Council,
gave the order Friday in a telegram sent to all state draft directors. Students now in their first
year of graduate study will be
allowed to complete this year but
will not be deferred this fall.
UNLESS THERE is a change
in the method of selecting draftees the order means that most
students graduating from college
or completing their first year of
graduate school this spring will
be drafted soon after graduation. At present the oldest registrants are drafted first. Students
graduating from college are generally older than most other
draft-eligible men.
The order also abolished all occupational deferments except
those which local boards grant
"based on a showing of essential
community need." Previously the
National Security Council maintained lists of "essential and critical occupations" for which deferments were automatic. In
making its 1'ecomm1mdations the
Security Council said graduate deferments are not in the national
interest. It "noted the absence of
a significant military manpower
need served by graduate school
deferments.''
THE SECURITY Council also
said that granting deferments for
certain categories of graduate
study such as the natural sciences
would be unfair and would result

in "distortion . . . from the tendency of students to select draftdeferred fields of study" over others.
The decision was based on re·
commendations of the Secretary
of Labor, W. Willard Wirtz, Secretary of Commerce Alexander
Trowbridge, and Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare
John Gardner.
The council did order Gardner,
Wirtz, and Trowbridge "to maintain a continuing surveilJance
over the nation's manpower and
educational need to identify any

Panel to Talk About
U.S. Direction in Asia
Two men who are recognized as
authorities on American diplomacy in Asia will be presented by
UNM in a panel discussion of
"United States Policy in Asia"
Feb. 22 at 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union ballroom.
Winthrop G. Brown, special assistant to the U.S. Secretary of
State and former Ambassador to

Summer Program
Offered in Spain
Three courses will be offered
specifically for graduate students
this summer, by the Centro de
Estudios Hispanicos en Madrid,
under the auspices of Bryn Mawr
College.
The Centro, under the directon
of Phyllis Turnbull, Assistant
Professor of Spanish at Bryn
Mawr, is a six-week summer program in Spain for intensive work
in Hispanic studies.
The program is open to both
graduate and undergraduate students and is designed for students
who plan professional careers requiring training in Spanish language, literature and civilization.
Information about the program is
available in the language department.

area of graduate study that may
warrant qualifying for deferments in the national interest.''
OFFICIALS OF education associations in Washington were
unhappy with the decision. An official of the Council of Graduate
Schools called it "unfortunate"
and the American Council on
Education issued a statement calling the decision "alarming" and
recommending that Congress
adopt a system of random selection of draftees. Congress Sllj;
cifically voted against such a ·
proposal last June, however.

Winthrop Brown
Laos and Korea, and Dr. Foster
Rhea Dulles, visiting distinguished Professor of History at UNM,
will be the featured speakers on
the panel.
JOINING them will be Dr.
Edwin C. Hoyt, chairman of the
UNM political science department, who will serve as moderator; and student representative
Terry Calvani, chairman of the
Associated Students Affairs Committee.

The program is open to the
public at no charge.
Brown, who received his B.A:
and law degrees from Yale University, has been involved in international affairs since 1941 when
he joined the lend-lease administration. He served in London with
the Harriman mission until 1945
when he joined the Department
of State.
AFTER SEI~VICE in va.rious
posts i;n London, he 'vas poEted. ~M·)
Minister-Counselor in the American Embassy in New Deihi from
1957 to lOGO when he W(W appointed Ambassador to Laos.
Following his tour i:1 Lam:~, Ambassador Brown became tbe de·
puty commandant for foreign af..
fairs at the National War College,
where he remained until 1964
when he was named Ambassador
to the Republic of Korea.
In May, 1967, Brown was appointed to his present position,
with responsibility for liaison
with the governors of the states.
BROWN HAS been the recipient ·of the Superior Service ,
Award, the Meritorious Service
Award, and the President's Award
for Distinguished Federal Civilian
Service.
Dr, Dulles joined the UNM
faculty after a 25-year teaching
career at Ohio State University,
with several periods out for lecturing assignments at universities
in the United States and in Austria, India, Japan and Lebanon.
Dr. Dulles was a member o.f the
State Dept. cultural mission to
the Soviet Union in 1959, and was
Phi Beta Kappa visiting lecturer
in 1960.
Prof. Dulles is the author of
more than a dozen books dealing
with American diplomatic history.
•. -)I,

